LEADERSHIP IMPACT
Participants return determined, focused, and inspired to drive their organizations to the next level. Participants learn how to:
• Manage change and innovation for organizational performance and results
• Break down barriers and catalyze future career growth and success
• Create a compelling leadership narrative to lead with vision
• Invest in personal health and well-being for sustainable career success

WHO ATTENDS
An elite group of senior executives from across various sectors and industries. Participants are poised to reach the C-Suite.

ABOUT THE PROGRAM
The Senior Executive Program for Women is for top global business leaders who are on their way to the C-Suite.
Women who attend this program develop a strengths-based leadership perspective. Through faculty-led sessions, group discussions, and coaching, participants learn what it takes to lead during times of complexity and ambiguity — and in the face of challenges they meet as female leaders.
Participants explore behaviors that have shaped their leadership thus far, and are challenged to adopt new behaviors to strengthen their capacity to lead going forward.

PROGRAM INFORMATION
• Dates: July 15 – 19, 2019
• Fee by April 2: $10,200 USD
  After April 2: $10,500 USD
• Location: Smith College, Northampton, MA
• Contact: leadership@smith.edu
  +1-413-585-2642

“Smith’s program is unique from other leadership programs I have attended for a few reasons: It is a great mix of classroom education on the hot topics we face as executives in the industry and worldwide marketplace, and it provides opportunity for personal growth as an executive leader.”

-NATIONAL SALES DIRECTOR, HEALTHCARE & HOSPITAL